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Lean Manufacturing Case Study – Engine Assembly Quality Improvement

Business Case / Situation
An engine manufacturer located in the UK struggled with First Pass Yield (the percent of engines going 
through inspection stations with no need for rework or retest) in its assembly operations. First Pass Yield 
was hovering around 85% and had seen no significant improvement in quite some time. The engine 
manufacturer, priding itself on delivering a premium engine for a premium vehicle, saw significant cost 
savings and delivery improvement potential by improving the First Pass Yield to > 95%.

The investigation led to the discovery of two major categories of problems contributing to the poor First 
Pass Yield performance: Poor assembly quality (wrong / missing parts and mis-assembly) was the top 
contributor, followed by false failures from automated testing equipment. Further investigation revealed 
that quality performance feedback to the assembly operators was very weak, key quality performance 
indicators were difficult to find and not shared with the assembly operators or their supervisors, and that 
there was very little problem solving activity taking place at the source of the problems.

The major goals of the project were:
•Increase First Pass Yield to > 95%
•Sustain the quality improvements by making the key quality performance indicators (and the top 
contributors to poor performance) more transparent to the entire organization, including the 
assembly operators
•Improve root-cause problem solving by establishing and training a cross-functional team 
maintenance, engineering, quality, and assembly operations personnel responsible for First Pass 
Yield improvements

Strategy
•Measure First Pass Yield at the source (inspection station), by the operator, versus the target of 
95%.
•Document all causes of First Pass Yield failures; determine priorities for each major category (poor 
assembly quality and false failures).
•Assign members to the cross-functional team, train them in ‘A-3 Thinking’ root cause problem 
solving, as well as proven quality improvement methods such as Pokayoke, Source Inspection, Zero 
Quality Control, Jidoka, and other proven lean quality methods; have the team meet daily at the 
shop floor, with frequent ‘Gemba’ visits from management.
•Train and implement the ‘Stop-Call-Wait’ method (based on the Jidoka principle); i.e., when the 
assembly operator discovers or makes a defect, call for assistance to have the problem corrected 
immediately and to begin root-cause problem solving.
•Design the improvement process to maximize contribution from all levels of the organization.
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Approach
The guiding principles behind the Lean Transformation approach are always the same: Apply world-class 
lean manufacturing principles to the project at hand, educate all affected personnel in the principles 
applied, work side-by-side with the client to drive the project to meet its goals, and make performance 
transparent. This approach not only supports meeting the targets of the project at hand, but also greatly 
improves the chances of sustaining and improving the system long-term by having a more motivated and 
educated workforce and management team.

The highlights of our approach were:
•Develop simple visual tools to track First Pass Yield Quality Performance on the shop floor and by 
the operators themselves; keep the results posted at the worksite at all times.
•Develop a cross-functional team with the right skill set find and eliminate the root causes of the 
problems contributing to poor performance; have them meet daily to review performance, define 
priorities, determine countermeasure activities, and follow up on countermeasure implementation 
results.
•Employ a simple, visual problem solving progress tracking tool that the team used to track 
problems, countermeasures, responsible person, due dates, and status.
•Train the cross-functional team and assembly operators in basic A-3 Structured Problem Solving 
using 5 Whys. Introduce more advanced data-driven problem solving tools to the teams as needed.
•Introduce, train, and apply key lean quality improvement methods (Pokayoke, Source Inspection, 
Stop-Call-Wait, Zero Quality Control, etc.).
•Document and standardize successful countermeasure activities.
•Perform a weekly ‘Gemba’ (shop floor) visit by the management (plant manager and his direct 
reports) to monitor progress, provide problem solving support, view the successful 
countermeasures, and recognize the efforts of the team.

Results
Through the collaborative efforts of the cross-functional team, the assembly operators, the management, 
and the lean transformation coaches, the project was able to achieve significant results:

•After 8 weeks, the Assembly First Pass Yield had improved from 85% to > 97% and was sustained 
long term through the continued use of the visual management techniques and cross functional 
teams.
•Standardized work methodology was improved to include documented quality points such as 
Source Inspection points and key assembly quality technique documentation.
•The visual management techniques (local measures and problem solving), cross-functional team 
activities, and management ‘Gemba’ were expanded to include safety, lead time, and cost; the 
method was rolled out across the plant, leading to improved performance in each category.
•The cross-functional team structure and the visual management methods (local measures and 
problem solving) were made powertrain division, and then manufacturing division, standards.
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